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Louvre Hotels enters the 2-star category in France 

 
The subsidiary of the Chinese group Jin Jiang plans to open some hundred Kyriad Direct 

hotels in France over the next 18 months. 

 

The owner of Campanile hotels enters the 2-star segment from which it had been absent 

despite a brand portfolio ranging from super-budget (Première Classe) to 4-star (Golden 

Tulip) in France. “Our franchisees and investors would regularly tell us they wanted to buy up 

small independent hotels, where a night cost between €45 and €55. And we didn’t have 

anything to offer them. Now, we are filling that void with Kyriad Direct. The objective is to 

provide comfort at an affordable price, in a safe environment,” explains Françoise Houdebine, 

Marketing Director of Louvre Hotels. Today, their Première Classe hotels cost between €30 

and €40 per night while Campanile and Kyriad range from €55 to €75. 

 

Louvre Hotels, the second largest hotel group in France (850 hotels) behind AccorHotels, 

plans to rollout Kyriad Direct as a franchise. It wants to move fast, converting independent 

hotels that are experiencing difficulties. For struggling hotel owners, teaming up with a group 

is a great way of getting more visibility (particularly on Internet) and offers clients the 

security of a well-known brand. As for Louvre Hotels, they can hope to earn market shares, 

gaining clout with online travel agencies and therefore paying less commission. 

“At first, we wondered whether or not we should launch a whole new brand. But by 

piggybacking Kyriad Direct onto Kyriad we can capitalise immediately on brand awareness”. 

 

Françoise Houdebine, Marketing Director of Louvre Hotels 

This brand will also include new hotels. A first project has been launched near Le Mans, 

slated for opening in twelve months’ time. “At first, we wondered whether or not we should 

launch a whole new brand,” admits Françoise Houdebine. “But by piggybacking Kyriad 

Direct onto Kyriad we can capitalise immediately on brand awareness”. 

 

Non-standardised stays 

Louvre Hotels has identified 600 independent hotels in France that are potential recruits for its 

new brand. Management has already announced the opening of some hundred Kyriad Direct 

hotels over the course of the next 18 months. According to MKG Consulting, 66 % of lower-

end hotels (1 and 2 stars) are owned by chains. While Kyriad Direct can nibble market share 

on the independent hotel market, it will have to step into the ring with established brands. 

B&B, for example, has 265 hotels offering rooms priced around €50. All are designed along 

the same model: standard rooms, free WiFi, no restaurant. Ibis Budget boasts 330 hotels in 

France, varying between 2 and 3 stars.  

 

To facilitate hotel conversions and leave hotel owners room to manoeuvre, Kyriad Direct is 

gambling on a non-standardised offer to pave the road to success. A newcomer to this low-

priced segment, Kyriad Direct wants to be in tune with the times. 

 

“The 2-star market attracts stopover clients. That includes a lot of sales reps,” declares 

Georges Sameur, Chairman of the Board of B&B. “These clients are not looking for a 

residential hotel. I get the impression they are looking more for a standardized, quality 

experience, with no surprises.” Since it was bought in 2015 by the Chinese group Jin Jiang, 

Louvre Hotels represents the ambitions of its owners outside of China. Currently fifth largest 



hotel group worldwide, Jin Jiang aspires to be number one – ahead of the American Marriott-

Starwood – by the year 2023. In France alone, Louvre Hotels is talking about some 40 

openings in 2018, not counting Kyriad Direct. 


